KawasakI ZX14
Modular Seat System
Instructions

Using the stock cowl:
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IMPORTANT:
Perform assembly on a soft surface
to prevent damage.

Install two Rubber
standoffs included
with Sargent Transition
Pad Kit.
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Tools needed:
1. Phillips screw driver
2. 5mm allen wrench
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IMPORTANT:
Two Rubber Standoffs “S”
MUST be installed for stock
cowl use, as shown above.
NOTE: These standoffs must be
removed when using rear seat or pod
accessories.

Parts Included:
1. World Sport Seat unit x1
2. Storage Pod and/or Rear seat 1 ea
3. Cowl Transition Pad (T) x1
4. Rubber Standoffs (S) x2
5. 5mm Hex Bolts x 4 (already
installed in Sargent Pan)

Using the Rear Seat or
Storage Pod:

Storage POD
Latch and Lock
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Choose your accessory:
Insert tabs
of your
accessory into slots B
of the seat pan in a
down and forward motion.

Install cowl using four
5mm hex bolts (supplied
and pre-installed in Sargent
seat pan.
Install the Transition Pad
“T” to the cowl per the
instructions included with
the Pad.
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Lower rear of accessory
into place.
Gently tuck back edge of the
front seat under the leading
edge of the Storage POD as
you install the POD for ease
of installation.
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Use a phillips screw driver to
engage (2) locking stud D on
the bottom of the seat pan, onto
the accessory receivers C by
turning the studs ONLY 1/4 turn.
To insure you have properly
secured your accessory, pull
up at the rear of the accessory.
It should remain firmly attached
to the pan.
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While standing at the rear of your
motorcycle, slide the World Sport
logo latch to the left to open your
Storage POD. Locking the Storage
POD will prevent the latch from
opening the POD.
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POD light and batteries:
Two CR2430-3V batteries included.
To activate POD light, remove
clear plastic tab between batteries.
To replace batteries, remove two
phillips screws 1 , remove
cover and circuit board 2
then remove and replace
batteries 3 .
Reassemble components
as listed above in reverse order.
IMPORTANT:
Storage POD light is tilt activated, for long term storage, remove
batteries or store POD in a horizontal position.
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1/4 turn
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